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"The critical element seems as natural to Mr. Priestley as water to a duck. He displays by instinct the qualities which other men develop through the toil and tribulation of years. He is a born critic. He combines with singular confidence the analytic and the constructive senses of criticism, and in the background of all his judgments there stands, like some guardian rock, a deep concern for the dignity, the diversity, and the high responsibilities of the literary art. He has a stimulating breadth of sympathy, both artistic and spiritual. He is in bondage to no special tradition, either educational or sectarian; he seems unlikely to harbour prejudices, or to darken his counsel by the predilections of a clique. He appraises poets as widely apart as Mr. Walter de la Mare and Maurice Hewlett, novelists as firmly defined as Mr. Arnold Bennett and Mr. W. W. Jacobs, critics as far separated in years as Professor George Saintsbury and Mr. Robert Lynd. Whatever his subject, Mr. Priestley brings to it a delightful freshness of approach. He excels in the felicity of his phrases, and is as much at home with poetry as with prose. The small public which cares passionately for the preservation of the high traditions of English literary criticism will be unfeignedly grateful for the promise of Mr. Priestley's glowing gifts."

ARTHUR WAUGH in the Daily Telegraph.

"Mr. Priestley has a flair for style as Sherlock Holmes had a flair for crime, and if he is not as partonising as that great man, he is just as brilliant and industrious. There is far too much scholar-hip and too little imagination in modern criticism. Mr. Priestley is a scholar, but he is first and foremost a critic."—Morning Post.
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"Mr. Priestley succeeds, with a delightful appearance of ease, in providing good prose, good criticism, and good fun at one and the same time. The result is the best first book of its kind that has appeared for many years, a book that is quite evidently the work of one of the finest critical minds of this generation. Of the nine authors dealt with, seven—all important writers—have never been treated at any length before: Mr. Squire, Mr. Santayana, Mr. Saintsbury, Mr. Lynd, Mr. Jacobs, Mr. A. E. Housman, and the late Maurice Hewlett. Of the two remaining essays—on Mr. de la Mare and on Mr. Arnold Bennett—it is sufficient to say that they are beyond comparison the best things that have been written on their respective subjects. Indeed, the study of Mr. de la Mare is a masterpiece of criticism." —Daily News.

"Mr. Priestley has such an air of persuasion, of conviction and reasonableness, in writing of his contemporaries, that the reader is immediately at ease; he feels that he is in the company of a guide who is kindly and acute, learned and not capricious. He never fails to interest you vividly in his analysis, for he has a fine fluent style in which the wit is woven to its purpose." —Saturday Review.

"His judgments are exquisitely poised. There is not one eccentric piece of general critical meditation in the whole book, or one dull one. And its sidelights on the mechanism of writing—those on the function of style, for instance, and on punctuation—are as valuable as they are unaffected." —Punch.
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"Mr. Priestley has the real stuff of an essayist in him. He reveals a personality—and a charming one—as every essayist worth his salt must do. It is a personality full of human sympathies, with a ripe but not boisterous humour. He proves his descent from the great lineage of essayists."

Times Literary Supplement.

"Mr. Priestley has done it again. Already recognised by the discriminating as one of the best of our younger essayists, he now fulfils the promise and repeats the achievement of his 'Papers from Liliput.' His prose achieves that air of spontaneity which is the last reward of the careful stylist; it has the confidence and ease of familiar talk."—Spectator.

"His prose is virile, sensitive, beautifully phrased, and seldom or never strained. 'This Insubstantial Pageant' and 'In the Country' are essays written in a prose as beautiful as any I remember these many years. If a novel appeared to-morrow containing Mr. Priestley's wit and skill, it would be the most talked-of book of the year. 'I for One' is wholly delightful."—Daily News.

"Mr. Priestley has the qualifications of the born essayist. He has the noticing eye and the candid mind of humour, whether he looks at and considers himself or other people; he has the keen interest in mundane affairs that perceives 'comedies and tragedies ripening under every chimney-pot'; and he has, most important qualification of all, perhaps, since it is the one which distinguishes, or at any rate which would in a perfect world distinguish, the writer from the mere intelligent human being, the power of using naturally the amassed riches of language."—Time and Tide.
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